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for differential calculus and integral calculus . . .

this summer term . . .

● synchronous lectures (n = 140) through Zoom which are 
posted on YouTube, as well my lecture notes are posted 
on the learning management system

● instructor office hours are synchronous through Zoom 
either before or after lecture

● no TA office hours, but TAs monitor Piazza ��



for differential calculus and integral calculus . . .

○



for differential calculus and integral calculus . . .

some notes on assessments:

● miss four or five term tests - ORAL EXAM TIME :D
● similar questions as face-to-face, but less computation 

and more thinking
● academic integrity splashed everywhere

○ talk to students about academic integrity regularly …

��



MAT135H Differential Calculus - Term Test No.1  Challenging

Average: 2.4/4 Median: 3/4



MAT136H Integral Calculus - Term Test No.1   Challenging

Average: 2.2/4 Median: 2.5/4



MAT136H Integral Calculus - Term Test No.2   Medium

Average: 2/3 Median: 2.5/3



tips and advice . . .
● have thick skin and stand your ground

○entitlement through the roof
○bullied on Piazza and Reddit

● set expectations for the course clearly, but also for yourself
● student feedback throughout the course
● start early in your preparation, attend online teaching 

workshops or webinars, network with other colleagues, and 
absorb as much as you can

● be lively and vibrant when lecturing or recording a video
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what i like about synchronous lecturing . . .

● Zoom chat box during lecture!
○ i get to learn about my students’ weaknesses in their 

math background and about them
● my iPad with the app Goodnotes 5
● my personality radiates more online than in person
● i cover more examples than usual
● student engagement in the course

○ Zoom polling, verbally, on Piazza, group chats



student feedback about lecturing . . .
● I really like Andie because she is so enthusiastic and makes waking up on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays to do math exciting!
● You are doing really well Andie and your interaction with us as students is like no other 

professor i have seen so far in university and it is a very welcoming educational experience
● I really like how my prof makes everything so chill and funny. I used to hate calc but after 

attending her lecture I think I’m in love with love calc cuz of how she makes everything so 
fun.

● After trying to take this course many times and failing, I am feeling optimistic about this 
time especially with Andie. I have heard so many great things about her and she has not let 
me down!

● Andie is probably one of the best profs that I’ve had so far in my university experience, you 
can tell she genuinely cares about us and wants us to have a firm grasp on the material. 
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we are not the only ones feeling the pain . . .

high school teachers are echoing the same things
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reach out anytime! :)

andie burazin (a.burazin@utoronto.ca)
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